Product Overview
The Hydrant G Lock is a quality and cost effective Hydrant Security device. By incorporating the lock barrel, vandals no longer have an easy access point to break into the hydrant with the benefit of no additional padlock cost.

Application
Ideal for securing exposed fire Hydrants in public and high traffic areas.

Keying
The Hydrant G Lock comes fitted with an integrated fire brigade L003 barrel and one key. Extra keys can be ordered upon request.

Hydrant G Lock is the latest innovative product in Hydrant Security
At Antec, we put our products to the test to ensure you receive the highest quality. Our Hydrant G Lock has been manufactured using lightweight, durable polypropylene with UV and light stabilisers to prolong product life. After 8 months of constant environmental exposure, compare Hydrant G Lock to other Hydrant Security alternatives and experience the Hydrant G Lock benefits.

Features
- Easy to install clamping lock
- Integrated barrel eliminates the extra cost of securing your hydrant with padlock
- Snap lock hinge design provides a cut away point in case of emergency
- Manufactured in Australia from quality materials